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UN: China calls for coordination to act on Somalia Piracy 

China’s Deputy permanent representative to the United Nations, Wang Min urged the international 

community to join hands in strengthening the cooperation and coordination on Somalia’s piracy  

menace at the 12th Plenary Meeting of the Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of Somalia  

according to Newstime Africa. Wang Min further mentioned that the issue of piracy off the Somali coast 

has always posed a serious threat to stability and development of the region as well as safety and  

security of international shipping as reported in China Daily.  

Zambian TIKTO buys new machinery 

TIKTO Industries, a local Zambian firm based in the Chambishi Multi Facility Economic Zone (MFEZ) 

has bought machinery from China to be used for manufacturing grain bags as reported in the Times of 

Zambia According to The Zambian, TIKTO general manager Peter Banda said his firm had since  

procured the machinery from a Chinese firm, Yanfeng Group Company Limited, at an initial cost of 

US$ 121 000 to manufacture grain bags. Mr. Banda further mentioned that the company would explore 

opportunities in neighboring countries such as the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). 

China reaches top of Clinton’s agenda in Africa 

Growing security threats from Islamist militants and China’s increasing influence throughout Africa are 

topping the agenda as U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton begins an 11-day tour around 

Africa, as reported in Boston.com. According to Fox News.com, Clinton will start the tour in Senegal, 

where U.S. officials say she will give a speech warning African states about the potential perils of  

Chinese investment, which many development experts claim enriches China at Africa's expense. She 

will also say that proper development will blunt the appeal of extremist groups that are gaining power 

in Nigeria and Mali and still threaten security in Somalia.  

Chinese protesters shut down waste project 

Tens of thousands of residents from Qidong City in China, broke through a police blockade and raided 

a government building recently, at one stage apprehending the mayor and stripping him of his shirt, in 

an attempt to have an industrial project shut down, as reported by The Epoch Times. According to 

news agency CNN.com, the protests began due to a proposed 110-kilometer pipeline that would  

eventually release 150,000 tons of sewage into the sea every day from a nearby Japanese paper 

manufacturer.  

Beijing issues fresh warning of rain 

The Beijing Meteorological Centre issued a blue alert for rainstorms recently, as the Chinese capital 

regions experienced heavy rains. The capital has been hit by several downpours over the past 10 

days, when the heaviest rainfall in six decades lashed Beijing, causing 77 deaths as reported by China 

Daily. According to news agency China.org, as soon as the Meteorological Centre issues the warning 

it is broadcast to residents, said Zhai Ruisheng, CCP party chief of a village in Fangshan district.  
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